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Remarks

Reconsideration of this application in view of the following

rertorkc ie jc^spect fuil y requested-

in response to the rejection of claim 13^21
J

^S USC 103(a)

for being obvious in view of the combination of US6208643 to

Dieterich and US5703877 to Nuber, the applicant traverses the

rejection because the exciminer has not made a prj.ma faria case

that it would have been obvious to combine these citations ana

Lc^auae these citations fail to disclose the claimed invention.

ThR examiner has failed to make a prima fascia case for

obviousness, because he has not provided any evidence thdL xL

was obvious for those skilled in the art to coirJ^ine these

citations when the invention was m^tde. The examiner has not

provided any evidence that it was obvious to combine ^^jterich

wiUh Nuber. The c«amineir has just, made the bald unsupported

assertion that it was obvious.

AS explained in the specification at page 1, lines 16-20,

Applicants determined that "discontinuities occur ^^^^^^^^^^^^^
stream due to concatenation o£ different streams o£ dxffer^.nt.

programs with a mutually different time base after for i;;stance

EuiLing, the correct timing afte^r snr:h a discontinuity should be

restored when starting processing the Transport Packets of a

.c«rond sequence. However, the Packet Arrival Time (PAT)

timestamp counter will be discontinuous after such a

discontinuity."

The examiner has not shown that when the invention was ^ made, it

was known by those of ordinary skill in the art, that the

Packet Arrival Time (PAT) timestamp counter will be
,

.

discontinuous after such a discontinuity", which those skilled

in the art would have to known before there would have been any

motivation for them to combine these citations.

Even if those skilled in the art had known that "the Packet

Arrival Time (J?aT) timestamp counter will be di scontinuous after

such a discontinuity", the examiner has not explained why it

would have been obvious to combine the citations to solve tne

problem of the invent ion

-

The portions pointed out by the examiner in the combination of

Dieterich with Nuber fails to show all the elements of the

inventions of claims 13-21. More apecifically
, ^5%^""^^^^^^°!;^

does not disclose " a combiner that is configured to append the
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packet arrival timestamp to each
^P^^^^'^^^^'^f^^f^Jj?,,

sidnal packet" as recited In cl«im 13. Al3o, the combination

iX lol disclose " the combiner is
^^^^^.^^f/.-'f^

system start time with the sequence of xnfo^rm^^t lon packets as

ricited in claim 13. Claims 13-20 are dependent on c aim 13 and

are allowable for at least the same iceasons. Claxm 21 is

dependent on claim 5 which the examiner already admitted (on

page 10 of the Office Action) is not fully disclosed by the

combination of Dieterich with Nuber.

in response to the rejection of <^laim 1-5, 7-8, 11-12 under 35

Jsc ?o!(a) for being obvious in view of
-"^^"fg^^^^^ ^

nieLerich and Nubcr (identif.i«d above) as well as US58986S=. to

FuTiTiTe applicant traverses the rejection because the
-^^m^

h^r^ot proved that it would have bean
^^-^-^^^^/J^f/

citations when the invention was made, and because thes.

citations fail to disclose the claimed invention.

The examiner has failed to make a prima fascia '^^^

^

obvlouaness, bccauee ha^ not proven
^^^n the

those skilled in the art to combine these
''^^^^^^^''^Z Zi^^lce

in...=>ntion was made. The examiner has not provided any evidence

oHraimint proving that it was obvious to combine DieL^rxch,

Nuber? anS Fu5? tL examiner has just made the bald unsupported

asseriion tha? it is obvious to add the element "^-t.rm.n.ng nf

PAT of the signal" without explaining why it is obvious to add

"determining of PAT of th© signal".

AS explainpd in the specification at page 1, lines 16-20,

Applicants determined that "discontinuities occur real time

s??eam due to concatenation of different streams °f different

programs with a mutually different time base alL^i for ^-^tan<=e

editing, the correct timing after such a discontinuity should be

?estorId When stalling proceaoing tho Transport Packets of a

second sequence. However, the Packet Arrival Time {PAT)

timcotamp counter win be discontinuous after such a

discontinuity.

The examiner has not shown that it was well Known in the art

that "the Packet Arrival Time (PAT) timestamp counter "ill^f

discontinuous after such a discontinuity", which those ^killed

?i the art would have to known before there would have been any

motivation fox them to combine these citations.

P^^n if those skilled in the art had known that "the Packet

Arrival Time (FAi) timestamp counter will be discouLlnuous aftc

sucH dlsconliinulty", the Laminer has not explained why it
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would have been obvious to combine the citations to solve the

problem of the invention*

The portions pointed out by the examiner in the combination of

Dieterich, Nuber and Fuji, fails to show all the elements of the

inventions of r.1;giTns 1-5. 7-8, 11-12- More specifically, the

indicated portions of the combination does not disclose

"appending a Packet Arrival Timestamp (PAT) corresponding to the

packet arrival time to each packet /' as recited in claim 1.

Also, the indicated portions of the combination does not

disciose "determining a numbex: uf counts of the local Syotcm

Time Clock Counter (STC) between the first and the second Packet

;Vri:ival Timestamps (PAT) " as rp.r.ited in claim 13. Claims 13-20

are dependent on claim 13 and are allowable for at least the

same reasons. Claim 21 is dependent on claim 5 which the

examiner already admitted (on page 10 of the Office Action)

not fully disclosed by the combination of Dieterich with Nuber.

In addition. Applicants deny any statement, position or averment

of the EKaminor that is not sppsrtn f ically addressed by the

foregoing argument and response. Any rejections and/or points

of argioment not addressed would appear to be moot in view of the

presented remarks. However, the Applicants reserve the right tq

submit further arguments in support of the above stated

position, shouiO that become necessary. No arguments are waxvod

and none of the Examiner's statements are conceded.

In view of the above, it is respectfully submitted that the

present application is in condition for allowance, and a Notice

of Allowance is earnestly solicited.

Please charge any fee deficiencies and credit any overpctyments

to Deposit Account No. 14-1270.

Respectfully submitted,

By /Michael E. Belk/
Michael Belk, Reg. 33,357
Senior Intellectual Property Counsel

(914) 333-9643
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